“OHMYTIME”:
the local expert for relocation in Switzerland
The relocation company “ohmytime” was
created in 2008 by Marie Glauser and offers
a tailor-made relocation service, as well as
special courses for people to learn more
about Switzerland.
Marie, a Swiss-Romande native, was
working for an international pharmaceutical
company, when she noticed that her expat
colleagues were missing the local knowledge that would help them to integrate
more easily.
Swiss in her heart, Marie decided to
show people the good things about living in
her adopted country. “Switzerland offers a
very high quality of life. Newcomers often
think it’s a very small and unexciting country, where people are very private and live
by strict rules. I show them something completely different. I am the smiling face of
Switzerland,” Marie says.
Marie and her team, based in the Swiss
Romande, offer classic relocation services
including: an introduction to the region, finding temporary or permanent housing, moving house assistance, help with settling in,

and personalised, round-the-clock telephone
support. Their services are very flexible and
personal.
Convinced that a successful relocation
can only be achieved with the complete
integration of the entire family, ohmytime’s
team designed a new course to help
individuals and families settle into life
in Switzerland. The course is called
“ohmyswitzerland”, and is excellent for any
person willing to learn more about Switzerland in a different and fun way.
Based in Neuchâtel – one hour from
Geneva in French-speaking Switzerland –
the company offers its services to private
individuals and companies.

For more information:
ohmytime sàrl
Marie Glauser, director
Route de la gare 36, 2012 Auvernier
Telephone: +41 (0)32 841 55 64
Email: info@ohmytime.ch
www.ohmytime.ch
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Welti-Furrer: the right
address to get things moving
Welti-Furrer is a leading moving and transport company, specialising in worldwide
corporate or private moves, fine art transportation and storage. Customers profit
from an extensive vehicle fleet and stateof-the-art transport technology. This is
attested by its ISO certification, as well
as its FaimISO-certification – for moving
companies of the highest distinction.
For Welti-Furrer, no item is too problematic, heavy, or valuable to ensure its safe
delivery. Around 100 highly trained, experienced specialists are dedicated to ensuring
that every transport goes smoothly. The
most up-to-date equipment is used: padded
furniture vans, multi-purpose boxes and
containers, plus a host of machinery,

no costs are concealed. Depending on a
client’s schedule and budget, various
options are available: air freight, ocean
freight and consolidated ocean shipments.
For moves within Europe, a large fleet of
vehicles stands ready.

Fine art transportation
Welti-Furrer also belongs to the International
Convention of Exhibition and Fine Art Transporters (ICEFAT). Special artwork packaging
is used, along with climate-controlled,
alarm-protected vehicles equipped with aircushion suspension. Artwork is entrusted
exclusively to the care of experienced,
specialists. Welti-Furrer also has its own
fine-art storage facilities, which are fully

Private and commercial moves are
organised by the Zurich headquarters. Safe
long- and short-term furniture storage is
possible, thanks to containers and padded
compartments at the company’s warehouses. The Zug office is dedicated to specialist transport projects, such as high-value
objects or pieces that are immense in
terms of either weight or dimension.

